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October is the month where most people in the
northern part of the country begin to see the
leaves change into a magnificent array of red,
orange, yellow and purple colors. It's a time
when the winds blow a bit more briskly, the
temperatures drop an octave in pitch, and
falling leaves need to be raked and bagged. It
is a month where you might have a "zombie"
ring your doorbell looking for some candy, and
when professional, college and high school
football are in full swing. All of these activities
make October special and help create
treasured memories.

Look up "treasure" in the dictionary or
thesaurus and you'll find descriptions that
include words such as "riches, fortune, wealth,
cherish, esteemed, love and adore." The first
few words focus on the material aspect of a
treasure while the latter hone in on the
emotional side of those things we hold dear.

As financial advisors we regularly review client
assets to try and keep them on track towards
accomplishing their financial goals. In that
regard, we understand how vital their financial
treasure is to their long-term security. That said,
as both advisor and friend, we often get to see
the joy and heartbreak our clients experience
as non-financial events occur in their
day-to-day lives.

This October marks my 64th birthday and 41st
year as a financial advisor. I'm targeting to
reach an even 50 years of helping people with
their finances, and look forward during the next
nine years to witnessing many more treasured
moments along the way. This month also marks
the one-year anniversary of the passing of my
younger sister, Carol, to cancer. That
experience brought to the emotional surface all
of the non-financial moments I was blessed to
spend with her during her 57-year journey on
earth -- all of which made most material
concerns seem less crucial.

As we all move forward in our lives, let us make
sure that we stay focused on the treasured
moments that, over time, become an emotional
tapestry of our lives. While attaining financial
security is still an important goal, you also want
to strive to be able to relish and enjoy the
treasured moments life provides that are not
linked to how much money you have in the
bank.

Whatever the word "treasure" means to you
and whatever "treasured moments" you hold
close to your heart, it is our wish that you
embrace the season and make the month of
October one you will remember and cherish for
many years to come.

- Ken, Dave, Dominic, Julie, Therese and Maja
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Estate Planning and Income Tax Basis
Income tax basis can be important when
deciding whether to make gifts now or transfer
property at your death. This is because the
income tax basis of the person receiving the
property depends on whether the transfer is by
gift or at death. This, in turn, affects the amount
of taxable gain subject to income tax when the
person sells the property.

What is income tax basis?
Income tax basis is the base figure you use
when determining whether you have
recognized capital gain or loss on the sale of
property for income tax purposes. (Gain or loss
on the sale of property equals the difference
between your adjusted tax basis and the
amount you realize upon the sale of the
property.) When you purchase property, your
basis is generally equal to the purchase price.
However, there may be some adjustments
made to basis.

What is the income tax basis for
property you receive by gift?
When you receive a gift, you generally take the
donor's basis in the property. (This is often
referred to as a "carryover" or "transferred"
basis.) The carried-over basis is increased--but
not above fair market value (FMV)--by any gift
tax paid that is attributable to appreciation in
value of the gift (appreciation is equal to the
excess of FMV over the donor's basis in the gift
immediately before the gift). However, for
purpose of determining loss on a subsequent
sale, the carried-over basis cannot exceed the
FMV of the property at the time of the gift.

Example: Say your father gives you stock
worth $1,000. He purchased the stock for $500.
Assume the gift incurs no gift tax. Your basis in
the stock, for the purpose of determining gain
on the sale of the stock, is $500. If you sold the
stock for $1,000, you would have gain of $500
($1,000 received minus $500 basis).

Now assume that the stock is only worth $200
at the time of the gift and you sell it for $200.
Your basis in the stock, for purpose of
determining gain on the sale of the stock, is still
$500; but your basis for purpose of determining
loss is $200. You do not pay tax on the sale of
the stock. You do not recognize a loss either. In
this case, your father should have sold the
stock (and recognized the loss of $300--his
basis of $500 minus $200 received) and then
transferred the sales proceeds to you as a gift.
(You are not permitted to transfer losses.)

What is the income tax basis for
property you inherit?
When you inherit property, you generally

receive an initial basis in property equal to the
property's FMV. The FMV is established on the
date of death or on an alternate valuation date
six months after death. This is often referred to
as a "stepped-up basis," since basis is typically
stepped up to FMV. However, basis can also
be "stepped down" to FMV.

Example: Say your mother leaves you stock
worth $1,000 at her death. She purchased the
stock for $500. Your basis in the stock is a
stepped-up basis of $1,000. If you sold the
stock for $1,000, you would have no gain
($1,000 received minus $1,000 basis).

Now assume that the stock is only worth $200
at the time of your mother's death. Your basis in
the stock is a stepped-down basis of $200. If
you sold the stock for more than $200, you
would have gain.

Make gift now or transfer at death?
As the following example shows, income tax
basis can be important when deciding whether
to make gifts now or transfer property at your
death.

Example: You purchased land for $25,000. It is
now worth $250,000. You give the property to
your child (assume the gift incurs no gift tax),
who then has a tax basis of $25,000. If your
child sells the land for $250,000, your child
would have taxable gain of $225,000 ($250,000
sales proceeds minus $25,000 basis).

If, instead, you kept the land and transferred it
to your child at your death when the land is
worth $250,000, your child would have a tax
basis of $250,000. If your child sells the land for
$250,000, your child would have no taxable
gain ($250,000 sales proceeds minus $250,000
basis).

In addition to income tax basis, you might
consider the following questions:

• Will making gifts reduce your combined gift
and estate taxes? For example, future
appreciation on gifted property is removed
from your gross estate for federal estate tax
purposes.

• Does the recipient need a gift now or can it
wait? How long would a recipient have to wait
until your death?

• What are the marginal income tax rates of
you and the recipient?

• Do you have other property or cash that you
could give?

• Can you afford to make a gift now?

Income tax basis can be
important when deciding
whether to make gifts now
or transfer property at your
death. When you make a gift
of property, the recipient
generally receives your
basis in the property. When
you transfer property at
your death, the recipient
generally receives a basis
equal to the fair market
value of the property. The
difference can substantially
affect the amount of taxable
gain when the recipient sells
the property.
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Show Them the Love: Low-Cost, High-Value Employee Benefits
As a small business owner, you are probably
aware of the importance of offering a basic
employee benefit package that includes health
and disability insurance, and a retirement
savings plan. However, recruiting and retaining
top talent often requires going above and
beyond the basics. By offering creative,
low-cost benefit programs, you can differentiate
your business from other potential employers.

Flexible work environments
In today's hectic world, time is nearly as
valuable as money. Consider the following
statistics from the Families and Work Institute
(Source: National Study of the Changing
Workforce, 2008):

• 59% of employees don't feel they have
enough time for themselves

• 61% believe they don't have enough time for
their spouses/partners

• 75% (more than 7 out of 10) feel they don't
have enough time for their children

For these reasons, one of the most popular and
appreciated employee benefits available today
is a flexible work environment. Once the
hallmark of only small and "hip" technology
companies, flexible work arrangements are now
offered by larger, more established
organizations. Some examples of flexible work
programs include:

• Flex schedules: work hours that are outside
the norms, such as 7 a.m. to 4 p.m. instead of
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

• Condensed work weeks: for example,
working four 10-hour days instead of five
8-hour days

• Telecommuting: working from home or
another remote location

• Job-sharing: allowing two or more employees
to "share" the same job, essentially doing the
work of one full-time employee. For example,
Jan works Monday through Wednesday
noon, while Sam works Wednesday
afternoon through Friday.

Allowing your employees to tailor their work
schedules based on their individual needs
demonstrates a great deal of respect and can
generate an enormous amount of loyalty in
return. Even if your business requires
employees to be on-site during standard
operating hours, having a process in place that
supports occasional paid time off to attend to
outside obligations such as doctors'
appointments or family commitments and even
unexpected emergencies can have enormously
positive effects, too. In some cases, these
benefits have no costs associated with them,

while in others, the costs may be minimal (e.g.,
the price of a smartphone or laptop to help
employees remain productive on the go).

Free food
Another popular perk at smaller companies is a
well-stocked kitchen. Soft drinks, snacks, and
inexpensive meal items such as cereal and
bagels can go a long way toward fostering good
will (and keeping energy up!). Providing healthy
options, such as fruit, nuts, and smoothies, is a
subtle way to show employees that you value
their well-being.

Social activities
Sponsoring periodic activities can help workers
relax and get to know one another. Such events
don't need to take much time out of the day, but
can do wonders for building morale. Bring in
lunch or schedule an office team trivia
competition or group outing. Perhaps your
employees would like to share their little-known
skills through an art exhibition or talent show. If
you work in a particular industry in which
colleagues share a common passion, consider
organizing events around that interest. For
example, a sporting goods retailer could close
up early on a slow-business afternoon and go
for a hike or bike ride.

Concierge services, discounts
You may also be able to negotiate with other
local companies for employee discounts and
services. Laundry services, dry cleaning
pickup/drop-off, and meal providers that can
deliver hot, family-sized take-home dinners may
help employees save both time and worry--and
stay focused on the job.

Financial planning/education
For many people, money worries can be
distracting and time consuming. Consider
inviting a local financial professional into your
office to provide counseling sessions for your
employees. While you don't necessarily have to
pay for any services provided, simply offering
the opportunity to get such help during work
hours will be appreciated by your workforce.

Survey your employees
The best benefits are those that meet the
needs of your employees. Before making any
assumptions, survey your employees to see
what benefits they value the most. Then,
respond to the most commonly identified
concerns and desires with creative solutions.
That can encourage employees to respond in
kind through hard work and dedication.

The best benefits are those
that meet the needs of your
employees. Before making
any assumptions, survey
your employees to see what
benefits they value the
most.
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Graph: Interest Rates 1981-2012
This graph represents the federal funds effective interest rate (the average rate at which banks
lend to one another overnight), which has generally declined to historic lows over the 30-year
period represented. Investment returns, as well as interest rates on bank loans and other
fixed-income instruments, could potentially be affected when this rate rises.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (www.federalreserve.gov), July 17,
2013

Will interest rates rise this year?
The Fed hasn't yet raised its
target interest rate from less
than 0.25%, and it has
promised not to do so before
unemployment reaches

roughly 6.5%, which it doesn't expect to happen
until next year. However, some interest rates
have already begun to go up. For example,
according to Freddie Mac, the average interest
rate on a 30-year fixed-rate mortgage shot
above 4% last June for the first time since late
2011, hitting its highest level in almost 2 years.
In the same month, the yield on the 10-year
Treasury bond went above 2.5% for the first
time since August 2011.

Why are interest rates rising even though the
Fed's target rate hasn't? Because bond
investors are concerned that higher interest
rates in the future will hurt the value of bonds
that pay today's lower rates. Immediately after
the Fed's June announcement, investors began
pulling money out of bond mutual funds in
droves, reversing a multiyear trend. If there's
less demand for bonds, yields have to rise to
attract investors.

Aside from bonds, why are investors concerned
about a possible Fed rate hike? Bonds aren't

the only financial asset that can be affected by
potential future interest rate changes.
Dividend-paying stocks with hefty yields have
benefitted in recent years; more competitive
bond yields could start to reverse that dynamic.
Shares of preferred stock typically behave
much like those of bonds, since their dividend
payments also are fixed; their values could be
affected as well.

Also, higher mortgage rates could potentially
slow the housing market recovery, though
historically they remain at relatively low levels.
And if a Fed rate increase were to bring on
higher interest rates abroad, that could create
even more problems in countries already
struggling with sovereign debt--problems that
have provoked global market volatility in the
past.

The Fed has said any hikes in its target rate will
occur only if the economy seems strong
enough. If higher rates seem likely to halt the
recovery, the Fed could postpone a rate hike
even longer. It also will take other measures
before raising rates. Even though the timing
and size of any Fed action is uncertain, it's best
to be aware of its potential impact.
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